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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the findings of the researcher, the researcher would like to 

purpose of the following conclution: 

1 it was found that the average on the visibility of system status, match 

between system and real world, use control and freedom declared to be 

Very feasible, consistency and standards for the first point declared to be 

Very feasible and for the second point declared to be Not feasible, error 

prevention for the first point declared to be Very unfeasible and for the 

second point declared to be Not feasible, recognition rather than recall 

for the first point declared to be feasible enough and for the second point 

declared to be Very feasible, aesthetic and minimalist design for the first 

point declared to be Very feasible and for the second point declared to be 

Feasible, aesthetic and minimalist design for the first point declared to be 

Very feasible and for the second point declared to be Feasible enough, 

help user recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors for the first point 

declared to be Not feasible and for the second point declared to be Very 

feasible, help and documentation declared to be Very feasible. 
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2. The result of the pronunciation test using Hello engllish application in 

pronunciation ability is 67,4%. It means that 15 students' pronunciation 

ability categorized B (Good). It was concluded that the students’ got 

good pronunciation ability in pronunciation skill using Hello English 

application. 

B. Suggestions 

1. For the English teacher 

a. The teachers ought to consider Hello English application as English 

learning media, especially in teaching speaking to engage students 

more active in studying English. 

b. The teachers ought to give students more opportunities to speak. 

Thus, students can practice for speaking in their classroom. 

c. Teachers should simplify students, if they are obtaining troublesome 

in studying English. 

2. for the students. 

a. Students ought to be more practice in English speaking, they can ask 

their teacher if there are something that they do not comprehend. 

b. Students ought to find out their own motivation to study English. 

Cause there are a lot of learning media to support their English 

studying. Hello English application is merely one of them. This 

application provides a lot of materials which students can study from 

there. 
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3. for the next researcher 

a. For the next researchers who are attracted to observe Hello English 

application, they can attempt to conduct further research in another 

English skill. 

b. It is proposed to use this thesis as additional reference for further 

research with the different discussion. 

 


